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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we study the l-dimensional family r of lines on the Gushel’ threefold X = X,‘/, (the 
Fano threefold of degree 10, of 2-nd kind). We show that, in case X is generic, r is a two-sheeted 
unbranched covering of a smooth plane curve ro of degree 10. The incidence correspondence 
C c S2r of intersection of lines on X gives rise to a generalized Prym variety P(r, C) which is 
isomorphic to the intermediate jacobian of X. Let Y c P6 be the de1 Pezzo threefold. Then the 
natural double covering ?r : X + Y defines a two-sheeted covering Z of the universal PI-bundle 
for the family of lines on Y. The Prym variety P(r, rs) is isomorphic to the intermediate jacobian 
of z. 
# 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The ‘de1 Pezzo’ and Gushel’ threefolds 
A smooth projective threefold of dim. 3 over the field C is called Fano threefold 
if the anticanonical divisor -Kx is ample. The Fano threefolds X with p(X) = 
rankPic(X) = 1 (see [Il, 121) provide non-trivial examples from a birational 
point of view. Let X be a Fano threefold with p(X) = 1. Then Pit(X) = 2 . H for 
some ample divisor H; in particular, -Kx = r . H, for some positive integer r. 
The number r = r(X) is called index of X. The integer d = d(X) = H3 is called 
degree of X. There is a unique Fano threefold Y for which p = 1, r = 2, and d = 5. 
It can be obtained as a smooth intersection of the Grassmannian G(2,5) C P9 
with a subspace P6 C P9. The base P(Y) of the family of lines on Y is iso- 
morphic to P2 (see [Il, # 61, [FN]). The hyperplane sections of Y are de1 Pezzo 
surfaces of degree 5; we call Y C P6 ‘the de1 Pezzo threefold’. 
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Let X = Xi0 be a smooth intersection of G(2,5) C P9 with a subspace P7 of 
codim. 2, and with a quadric. Let X = X/l, be a double covering of the de1 Pezzo 
threefold Y, ramified over a smooth intersection S of Y with a smooth quadric. 
Both types Xi0 and X{h are Fano threefolds, and have invariants p = r = 1, 
d = 10; moreover, any Fano threefold X, s.t. p(X) = r(X) = 1, d(X) = 2 is 
either of type X{O, or of type X{k. This fact has been proved by Gushel’ in [G]. We 
call X{k ‘the Gushel’ threefold’. 
1.2. Summary of the results in the paper 
In # 2 we study the family F(Y) E P* on the de1 Pezzo threefold Y C: P6; see 
2.1-2.7, [Ill, [FN]. The embedding Y + G(2,5) defines in a natural way embed- 
dings ker : F(Y) --f P4, and Fl : F(Y) + F(0 : 2; P4); these representations of 
F(Y) are convenient for the description of the incidence of lines on Y (see Pro- 
position 2.4, 2.4*, Corollary 2.6, and 2.7). 
Let X be the Gushel’ threefold, defined by the two-sheeted covering 
7r : X + Y, and let S C Y be the branch locus of 7r (see 3.1). In # 3, and # 4 we 
study the curve r(X) of lines on X, and the curve r of lines on Y, which are 
tangent to S. In the general case - see 3.1, 3.2 - the curve r is isomorphic to a 
smooth plane curve of degree 10, and r(X) is a two-sheeted covering of r (see 
Corollary 3.4). In # 4 we describe the incidence C of intersection of lines on X 
(see 4.1, Corollary 4.2, and 4.3). In # 5 we apply the results of [BM, # 6, # 71, to 
study the pair (r(X), C). In particular, the dual ‘@ of the Abel-Jacobi map @ : 
J(r(X)) + J(X) defines an isomorphism between the polarized intermediate 
jacobian (J(X), OX) of the Gushel’ threefold X, and the generalized Prym vari- 
ety (P, E) of the pair (r(X), C) - see Proposition 5.2. 
Let M + P* be the universal family for the family of lines F(Y) g P* (see 
#6). The covering T : X + Y induces a two-sheeted covering Z + M. The 
(classical) Prym variety Pr(r(X), r) is isomorphic to the polarized intermediate 
jacobian J(Z) of Z (see the Corollary in # 6). 
The (one-dimensional) families of lines of all the Fano threefolds of index 1, 
except the family of lines on the Gushel’ threefold, have been studied before (see 
[BM], [PI, [MI). The reason is, probably, that the Gushel’ threefold had been in- 
itially omitted in the original classification of Fano, and in the list of Fano 
threefolds in [II, 121. So, we may regard the results in # 3-d 6 as a completion of 
the study of the families of lines on the generic Fano threefolds of index 1. 
fl2. LINES ON THE DEL PEZZO THREEFOLD Y 
2.1 By definition, the de1 Pezzo threefold Y is any smooth intersection of the 
Grassmannian G = G(2,5) C P9 with a subspace P6 C P9 of codimension 3. 




be the family of lines on Y. The family F(Y) is biregular to the projective plane, 
[II]; more explicit study of F(Y) can be found, e.g., in the paper [FN] of 
Furushima and Nakayama. Here we propose somewhat different approach to 
F(Y) which will be of use in the description of the family of lines on the Gushel’ 
threefold X, see # 4, # 5. 
2.2. The embeddings g : F(Y) -+ G and p : F(Y) -+ P4, = P(V) 
Let V = C5, P4 = P(V), let G = G(2, V) = G(l : P4) be the Grassmannian 
of dim. 2-subspaces V2 C V, resp. the lines 1 = P( Vz) C P(V) = P4, and let 
P1:G--tP9 = P( A2 V), Vl + P(A2 V2) be the Plucker embedding of G. There is 
a natural bijection between the family F(G) of lines on G C P9 and the Flag 
variety F = F(0 : 2; P4) = {(x, P2) : x E P2 C P4}; in fact the line L C G rep- 
resents the Schubert cycle 03,2 = 0(x, P2) = (1 E G : x E 1 C P2} (see, e.g. [GH, 
ch. I, # 51, or [F, ch. XIV]). The family F(Y) is embedded naturally in F; let 
g : F + G and p : F + P4, g : (x, 1) + I, p : (x, I) -+ x be the canonical projec- 
tions; it is not hard to see (see, for ex., [FN]) that the restrictions of g and p, on 
F(Y) C F, define regular embeddings g : F(Y) + G, and p : F(Y) + P4. We 
shall describe the image p(F( Y)) C P4 from a different point of view. 
2.3. The Kernel map 
Let Y C P6 be as above, and let P6 = P( VT), VT C A2V. The 3-space E = 
(A2 V/J+)* is embedded naturally in A2 V’ = Skew( I’/, I’“) = {the skew-sym- 
metric linear maps A : V -+ V”}; in particular, any A E Skew( I’, V’) has rank 
0, 2, or 4. The condition [Y = G f’ P( VT) is smooth] is equivalent to [rank(A) = 
4, for any A E E = (A2V/V)*], (see [PI); in particular, Ker(A) is an one-di- 
mensional subspace of V, for any A E E. This way we define a regular map 
ker : P2 = P(E) --+ P4 = P(V), ker : A + P(Ker(A)). 
Proposition 2.4 (a) The regular map ker defines an embedding of the plane P2 = 
P(E) in P4 = P(V). The image B = ker(P(E)) C P4 coincides with the image 
p(F(Y)) C P4 ( see 2.2). In particular, the surface B is a smooth projection of the 
Veronese surface Ver(2) C P5 = P(S2E*), and the composition j7 = p ker de- 
fines an embedding of the projective plane P(E), in the Flag variety 
F = F(0 : 2; P(V)), as a base of thefamily of lines F(Y) on the de1 Pezzo threefold 
Y; resp., the composition L = g jl : P(E) + G dejines a 1: 1 -correspondence be- 
tween thepoints s E P(E) and the lines L(s) 2 Y; 
(b) Let B C P(V) be as in (a). Then the threefold Ycoincides, as a subset of the 
Grassmannian G = G( 1 : P(V)), with the set of trisecant lines of the surface B; 
(c) There exists a smooth conic q( - 1, 1) g P(E) with the following properties: 
(i) Let s E P(E), let X(s) 2 P(E) be the conjugated line of s, with respect to the 
conic q(-1, I), let x(s) = ker(s), and let P2(s) = span(ker(A(s)) be the span of 
the conic ker(A(t)) = {ker(t) : t E X(s)}. Then the Schubert cycle a(x(s), P2(s)) 
coincides with the line L(s) (see (a)); 
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(ii) In the notation oj”(i), the line X(s) g P(E) parametrizes (the closure of) the 
set {L E F(Y) : the line L intersects the line L(s), and L = L(s)}. 
Proof. In fact, the smooth de1 Pezzo threefold Y C: P6 is unique, mod. PGL(7) 
(see 2.1). It remains to see that the family of trisecant lines of a smooth projection 
B C P4 of the Veronese surface Ver(2) 5 P5 is a smooth section of the Grass- 
mannian G = G(l : P4) C P9 with a codim. 3 subspace P6 C P9; now, the 
properties (a), and (c) (i) (ii) are a direct consequence of(b). q 
Comments 2.4”. In fact, any line L C Y represents a plane pencil of lines 
cr(x~, P,?) = {I : XL E I C Pj}. The set of centers {XL : L - line on Y} coincide 
with the surface B = ker(P(E)). It is easy to see that, in coordinates, the map 
ker : P(E) + P(V) is defined by the vector, formed by the Pfaffians of the prin- 
cipal 4 x 4-minors of the skew-symmetric matrices A E E C Skew( T/*, V). In 
particular, the map ker is defined by a subsystem of the complete linear system 
0pcE)(2), moreover, ker is a regular map, and B = ker(P(E)) is a smooth pro- 
jection of the Veronese surface Ver(2). The plane Pi intersects the surface in a 
union of a point - the point XL, and a smooth conic qL. Any point y of qL is a 
center of a line L, c Y which intersects the line L. The intersection point of L 
and L, is the line span{xL, y}; in case XL E L and y = XL, the lines L, and L 
coincide. The curve q( - 1,l) C P(E) is defined as a preimage of the set of points 
{XL : XL E qL}; it is not hard to see that q(-1, 1) is a smooth conic, and the lines 
ker-‘(qL) are conjugated to the points SL = ker-’ (XL), with respect to the conic 
q(-1, 1). In particular, XL E qL iff SL E q(-1, 1). 
2.5. The stratification C(- 1,l) C S( - 1,l) C Y 
Let B = ker(P(E)), q(-1, 1) C P(E), etc., be as in 2, and let 
B(-1,l) = ker(q(-1,l)) = {ker(s) : s E q(-1,l)). 
The curve B( - 1,l) lies on the smooth Veronese projection B C P4; in particular, 
B( - 1,l) is a rational normal quartic in P4 = P(V). 
Let s be any point of P(E), and let X(s) be as in 2.4(c). If the point s does not 
lie on the conic q( - 1,l) then the line X(s) intersects q( - 1,l) in two points ~ s’ 
and s”; resp., the conic ker(X(s)) intersects the quartic B(-1, 1) in the set 
{ker(s’), ker(s”)}. If s E q(-1, 1) then s’ = s” = s, and the conic ker(X(s)) is 
tangent to the quartic B( - 1, l), in the point ker(s). Define the curve 
C(-1,l) := {I(s) -a line in P4 = P(V) : s E q(-1, l), and Z(s) is the 
tangent to B(-1,l) = kerq(-1, l), in the point ker(s)}. 
Let s E P(E) - q( - 1,l). It follows from the preceding, and from Proposition 2.4 
that the line L(s) & Y intersects the curve C(-1, 1) in the pair of points 
{l(s’), Z(s”)}. In cases E q(-1, l), the line L(s) is tangent to C(-1, 1) in the point 
l(s); remember that I(s) is defined only in the case s E q(-1, 1). The curve 
C( - 1,l) is defined as the set of tangent lines to the rational normal quartic curve 
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B(-1, 1); in particular, C(- 1,1) is a rational normal sextic in P6 = span(Y). 
Moreover, if s E q( - 1,l) then the line L(s) is tangent to the sextic C( - 1,l) at 
the point I(s), see above. Define 
S(-1,l) := the union of lines L(s), s E q(-1,l). 
Corollary 2.6. Let C(-1, 1) C_ S(-1, 1) C_ Y be as in 2.5. Then: 
(i) C(-1,l) = {I E Y: h t ere is exactly one line in Y through the point I}; 
(ii) S(- 1, 1) - C(- 1, 1) = (1 E Y : there are exactly two lines in Y through 
the point I}; 
(iii) Y-S(-1,l) = (1~ Y: h t ere are exactly three lines in Y through the 
point 1). 
Proof. (i), (ii), and (iii) are a direct consequence from the description of Y as the 
family of trisecant lines of the smooth Veronese projection B, see 2.4, and 2.4*. 
Let L, XL, qL, etc., be as in 2.4*. Case (iii) is equivalent to the condition: (1 E Y 
is a simple trisecant of B). The three points of intersection of 1 and B are centers 
(see 2.4*) of three lines on c obviously, there are no more lines on Y, through 1, 
since the centers of these lines should have to lie on 1. Cases (ii) and (i) are de- 
generations of (iii). q 
Remark 2.7. (see [Il, Proposition 5.21, [FN, # 11). Let L C Y be a line. Then the 
normal bundle N(L, Y) can be either 0~ EE OL, or OL(-1) @ OL( I), i.e., L C Y is 
either a (0, 0)-line, or a (- 1 , 1)-line, on Y. It follows from 2.6, and from [FN, # l] 
that L C Y is a (- 1 , 1)-line on Y iff L C S( - 1, l), i.e., iff L is one of the tangent 
lines to the sextic C( - 1, I), ijf L 1s one of the lines L(s), s E q( - 1, 1) (see 2.5). 
#3. THE CURVE I-C_ F(Y) 
3.1. The curves r and r(X) 
Let S = Y n Q be a general smooth intersection of Y and a quadric Q C 
P6 = P( VT), see 2.3; we may assume that the surface S does not contain lines. 
Let x : X + Y be the two-sheeted covering branched along the surface S C Y, 
i.e., let X be the Gushel’ threefold defined by the branch locus S C Y. Define 
r := {s E P(E) : the line L(S) is tangent to Q, i.e., the line 
L(S) C Y is tangent to the branch locus S C Y}. 
Let H be the hyperplane section of Y, and let C be a curve on X; define 
deg(C) := the intersection number #(C, TT*H); in particular, L C X is a line ifs 
deg(L) = 1. Define 
r(X) := {L : L is a line on X}; 
in fact, r(X) is the family of lines on the Gushel’ threefold X. 
By definition, the branch locus S of the covering 7r : X + Y does not contain 
lines. It follows that r(X) can be represented in a natural way as a unramified 
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two-sheeted covering of r; in fact, the covering r(X) A r is defined by the 
components L’ and L” of the preimage p-‘(L) C X, L - tangent to S. 
The surface F(Y), which represents the lines on Y C P6 = P( VT) is embedded 
in a natural way in the Grassmannian G(2,7) = G(2, 1/7). Let 
Pl : G(2, &) + P 2o = P(l12 v-7) 
be the standard Plucker embedding of G(2,7); in particular, Pl embeds the sur- 
face F(Y) C P4, see Proposition 2.4(a), as a smooth surface in P2’. Let Q be any 
quadric s.t. S = Y n Q. Define 
Gr(Q) := (the closure of) {L E G(2, I+) : the line L C P(V’7) 
is tangent to the quadric Q}. 
The Plucker map PI embeds the subset Gr(Q) C: G(2, VT) as an intersection of 
G(2, I’,) with a quadric, in the projective space P2’ = P(A2V7). Obviously, the 
Plucker image Pi(r) of the curve r C C;(Y) coincides with the intersection 
WWQ)) n WV’)). 
It is not hard to see that the quadrics Q C P( VT) define this way a linear system 
without fixed points, on the surface = Pl(F( Y)) z P2. It follows that, for the 
general S = Y n Q, the curve r is isomorphic to a smooth curve on the projec- 
tive plane P(E). 
Remark 3.2. It is not hard to see that r is a curve of degree 10 in the plane P(E). 
In fact, the composition of the natural isomorphism P(E) 2 F(Y), and the em- 
bedding Pl : F(Y) --+ P(A*1/7) = P2’ - see 2.4 and 3.1 - coincides with a Vero- 
nese map ver(5) : P(E) --) P(S2E*) E P 20; the curve r is isomorphic to the in- 
tersection of Ver(5) = ver(S)(P(E)), and the ‘quadric’ Pl(Gr(Q)); see 3.1. 
Therefore deg(r) = 10, in the plane P(E). In particular, g(r) = 36, and 
g(r(X)) = 2g(r) - 1 = 71 (see 3.1, and 3.4). 
3.3. The curve r as a zero-scheme 
Let G(l : n) = G(2, n + 1) be the Grassmannian of lines in the projective 
space P”, and let Pn-l-a C Pn-b, n - 1 2 a > b > 0, be a flag of projective _ 
subspaces in P”, dim Pn-‘-a = n - 1 - a, dimPneb = n - b. By definition, the 
elementary Schubert cycle is 
fl(P “-‘-‘, Pneb) := {I E G(l : n) : 1 n Pn-’ -’ # 0,l C Pnpb}. 
The classes 0a,b of the Schubert cycles a(P”-‘pa, Pnpb), of codimension a + b 
in G( 1 : n), n - I > a > 6 > 0, form a basis of the Chow ring A . (G( 1 : n)). The 
formulae of Pieri and Giambelli (see [GH, ch. I, # 51, or [F, ch. XIV]) describe the 
intersection of classes in the ring A . (G( 1 : n)). 
Let 7r : X + Y, S = Q n Y, r 2 F(Y), etc., be as usual, and let G( 1 : 6) be the 
Grassmannian of lines in P6 = span(Y). The family of lines F(Y) is embedded 
in a natural way in G( 1 : 6), see # 2. 
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Lemma 3.3.1. The family F( Y) I ines on 
10 ~74,4 + 15 ~33, in the Chow ring A. (G(1 : 6)). 
Proof. As dimF(Y) =2, then cl(F(Y)) =p.o4,4+q.a5,3, where p= 
#(fTnal,l)> 4 = #(F(Y)> n2, o), (see [F, ch. XIV]). We shall find p and q. 
(p) LetHcP6b e a general hyperplane. Then p = #(F(Y), crl,,) = #{lines on 
thedelPezzosurfaceS=YnN}=lO(degS=degY=5). 
(q) Let P3 be a general projective 3-space in P6. Then q = #(F(Y), oz,o) = 
#{lines on Y, which pass through the five points of intersection of Y and P3} = 
15, see Corollary 2.6. q 
Corollary 3.3.2. Let h be the generator of Pic(F( Y)); h corresponds to the class of 
a line in theplane P(E) = F(Y), see Proposition 2.4. In particular, h is represented 
by a rational normal quintic curve on F(Y) C P2’, see Remark 3.2. Then: 
F(Y) .ol,o = 5h, F(Y) ol,l = 10h2, F(Y) c2,0 = 15h2, 
in A . (F(Y)). 
3.3.3. Let 7 be the standard tautological subbundle of the trivial bundle 
G(l : 6) x V, + G(l : 6), P6 = P(J’,), and let A4 be the restriction of r on 
F(Y) C G( 1 : 6). Let S = Y n Q be the branch locus of the covering 7r : X + Y, 
and let Q be also the family of restrictions of the quadric Q C P6, on the lines L, 
L E F(Y). The family Q defines a family of pairs of points (quadrics), on the fi- 
bers of the projective bundle P(M) + F(Y); the quadric Q(L) is defined by the 
intersection Q. L = two (possibly coincident) points in the fiber P(M) (L) = L. 
The family Q is naturally parametrized by the sheaf OF(r), i.e., Q defines an 
embedding 
f : OF(r) + S2M*, 
s.t. L. Q = P(f (L) = 0), L E F(Y). Let 
Dk(f)={LEF(Y):rankf(L)Ik) 
be the k-th degeneracy locus (the k-th determinantal) off, k = 0, 1,2. It follows 
from the definition of r that r = Di (f ), see 3.1. (Note that Do(f) = 0, since, by 
definition, the branch locus S = Y fl Q does not contain lines.) 
There is a standard way to compute numerical invariants of the locus Di (f ) C 
F(Y); see, for ex., [JLP] and [Ml. 
Let P be the projective bundle P = PF(y)(M*), and let p : P -+ F(Y) be the 
projection. The natural embedding j : OP,F(Y) (- 1) + p *M* defines a map S2j : 
0PIF(Y)(-2) 4 p*S2M*. Let C(1) = Coker(S2j), and let k : p*S2M* -+ C(1) 
be the natural projection. The composition k. p*(f) : p *OFcY) = Op + C( 1) 
defines a section s of C(I). 
Let L E F(Y) be ‘a line on Y’. The quadratic form f (L) E S2M*(L) (here we 
identify the fibers p *M*(L) and M*(L)) defines a symmetric linear map 4(L) : 
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M(L) + M*(L). In particular, L E DI (f) iff there exists a subspace Vi C 
M(L), such that dim Ut = 1 and ImF(L) C Ui. Let 
AI(~) = {(L,x) : th ere exists Ui C M*(L), dim UI = 1, and 
s.t. x E UI and Im+(L) C UI}; 
in particular, AI(~) C P = P F(Y)(M*). It follows from the definition of the sec- 
tion s E H’(F( Y), C( 1)) that Al (4) coincides with the zero-set of s: 
Zp(s) = {(L,x) E P : s(L,x) = 0). 
It is easy to see that the projection p : P -+ F(Y) maps AI (4) isomorphically to 
D,(f), outside the closed subset Do(f). By definition, the surface S = Y fl Q 
does not contain lines, i.e., Do(f) = 0. 
Lemma 3.3.4. Let s E H’(F( Y), C( 1)) be the section defined in 3.3.3, and let the 
surface S = Y n Q do not contain lines. Then the curve r 2 F(Y) of lines on Y, 
which are tangent to the quadric Q, is embedded isomorphically in the projective 
bundle P = PQ~)(M*) as a zero-set Zp(s) of the section s. The class cl(r) of r = 
Zp(s), in the Chow ring A . (P), coincides with the 2-nd Chern class cz(C(1)). The 
normal bundle N(r, P) coincides with the restriction of C( 1) to l7 
Proof. The Lemma is a direct consequence from 3.3.3, and from [AK, # 21; see 
also [F, ch. XIV]. IJ 
3.3.5. The numerical invariants of r 
It follows from 3.1 that the curve r is smooth; r is connected since it is iso- 
morphic to a curve in P2, see 2.4. Let Tr be the tangent bundle of r; we shall 
compute the Chern class cl (Tr). The tautological sequence for p*M*, on P = 
PcF(Y)(M*), coincides with the relative Euler sequence 
0 + OP/F(Y)(-~) -+ P*M* + TP/F(Y) @ OP/F(Y)(-~) + 0; 
here @=/F(y)(l) is the relative O(l), and TP/F(Y) is the relative tangent bundle, 
for the projection p : P = PF(Y)(M*) + F(Y). 
In the Chow ring A. (P), this sequence implies the equality c( TP,F(Y)) c( Op) = 
c(p*M* @ Opts). In particular, 
Cl VP/F(Y)) 
= raWp*M*) ~~(OPIF(Y)(~)) + rankOpIF(y)(l) cl(p*M*) 
= 21+ 5h 
(here I = ~t(O~,~(~)(l)), h := p*(h) - see 3.3.2). 
On the other hand, the relative tangent bundle TP,F(Y) is, by definition, the 
kernel of the differential dp : Tp + p * TF(y), hence 
@PI = ~(TP/F(Y)) + c(P*%(Y)) = 8h + 24 
in A. (P). 
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By definition, C(1) = Coker(S2j), see 3.3.3. Therefore, 
c(C(1)) = c(p*S2fW*)/c(o P,F(Y)(_2)) = (1 + 15h + 90h2)/(1 - 21) 
= 1 + (2f+ 15h) + (1Ohl-t 50/V); 
note that h3 = 0. 
Let di : Tr = Tz(,) --f Tp be the differential of the natural embedding i : r = 
Zp(s) C P, see 3.3.4. It follows from 3.3.4 that N(r, P) = Coker(di) = C(1) lr. 
Consequently, c( Tr) c( C( 1)) Ir = c( Tp) Ir; in particular, 
~1 (Tr) = (cl (TP) - ~1 (C(1))) cl(r) 
= (cl(Tp) - c,(C(l))) cz(C(1)) = -70h21, 
i.e., deg ci (Tr) = -70, and g(r) = 36 (see also Rem. 3.2). 
Corollary 3.4. (the branch locus S = Y n Q does not contain lines - see 3.1). 
The family r of lines on the de1 Pezzo threefold Y, which are tangent to the branch 
locus S of the covering x : X ---t Y, is isomorphic to a smooth plane curve of degree 
10. The curve r(X) f I' o mes on the Gushel’ threefold X is a two-sheeted unram&ed 
covering of r 
fl4. THE FAMILY OF LINES ON THE GUSHEL’ THREEFOLD X 
Let 7-r : X --+ Y, S = Y fl Q, etc., be as in 3.1. In case S does not contain lines, 
the double covering x : X -+ Y induces a unramified double covering 7r : 
r(X) + r, see 3.1., in particular, the curve r(X) of lines on X is smooth, and 
g(r(X)) = 71 (see 3.2, 3.3, 3.4). 
4.1. The intersection of lines on X 
Let s E P(E) be a general point on the plane P(E), and let L = L(s) be the 
corresponding line on Y (see Proposition 2.4). The curve r 5 F(Y) is iso- 
morphic to a smooth curve of degree 10 on P(E). Let q(-1, 1) c P(E) be the 
conic of (-1, 1)-lines on Y, and let X(s) C P(E) be the conjugated line of s; the 
line X(s) parametrizes the set of lines L & F(Y) which intersect the line L(s), see 
2.4(c) and 2.7. Let {si, ~2,. . . , ~10) be the ten points (with multiplicities) in which 
the line X(s) intersects the curve r( Y). The set {si, . . . , ~10) parametrizes the set 
of lines Li = L(si), i = 1,. . , 10, on Y, which intersect the line L = L(s), and 
which are tangent to the branch locus S = Y n Q (see 2.4(c)). It is not hard to 
describe the particular cases of incidence s E q( - 1 , 1 ), or Li = Lj for some i, j 
(see esp. 2.4(c) (ii)). 
Let L’ 5 X be a general line on X, and let x : T(X) + F be the natural 2- 
sheeted covering. In particular, there exists a line L on Y, s.t. L E r, and L’ is one 
of the components of the preimage F’(L); i.e. 
C’(L) = L’ + L”, 
for some L” E r(X). As L’ is supposed to be general, the line L E r is general; in 
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particular L = L(s), for s E P(E) - q(-1, l), see 2.4, etc. Let L1, L2, . . . , Llo be 
as above, and let the half-preimages L( and L,!’ of Li be indexed by (‘) and (“) in 
such a way that 
(L’, L;) = (L”, LI’) = 1) (L’, L;‘) = (L”, L() = 0, i= 1,2 )...) 10. 
Corollary 4.2. There are exactly 11 lines, on the Gushel’ threefold X, which inter- 
sect the general line L’ C X. These lines are (see 4.1): the r-involutive L” of the line 
L’, and the ten half-preimages L[, L2/, . . . , Li,. 
4.3. The incidence correspondence C on r(X) 
Define the (symmetric) incidence correspondence C C S2r(X) by the inter- 
section of lines on X, i.e. 
c := (the closure of) {(Lr, L2) = (L2, Ll) : L1 = L2 and -b n L2 # 0). 
Obviously, the symmetric correspondence C does not contain the diagonal n G 
S2r(X); in the general case, the incidence correspondence C intersects the di- 
agonal A in 40 points - the 20 (involutive) pairs of lines on X which are pre- 
images of the 20 lines (‘of type (- 1,l)’ - see 2.5,2.6,2.7) which correspond to the 
20 points of intersection of r and the conic q( - 1,l). 
# 5. THE INTERMEDIATE JACOBIAN OF THE GUSHEL’ THREEFOLD AS A 
GENERALIZED PRYM VARIETY 
5.1. Generalized Prym varieties in brief (see [BM, # 6, # 71) 
(I) Let A be an abelian variety, and let 0 E End(A). 
Assumption 1. o E End(A) satisfies the equation: o2 + (q - 2)o - (q - 1) = 0, 
for some integer q > 2 
Let B = (o + (q - l))A, P = (o - l)A, let e E A be the unit, and let js : B --+ 
B x P and jp : P + B x P be the maps js : b + (b, e), jp : p --+ (e, p). Let I- : 
BxP-+Abetheadditionmapr:(b,p)+b+p. 
Assumption 2. A is a principally polarized abelian variety (p.p.a.v.) with a princi- 
pa/polarization 0, s.t., r*(O) 3 jr; -r*(O) x P + B x j; . r*(O); = means alge- 
braic equivalence. 
Assumption 3. (A, 0) is a p.p.a.v.; u : A + A satisjies Assumption 1 for some 
q > 2, andji . r*(O) E q. Efor some divisor Son P, s.t. h’(P, E’) = 1; the last is 
equivalent to: Ker( 1 - a) = B (see [BM, Lemma 7.71). 
Let the pair (A, o) satisfy Assumption 1, 2, 3. Then (P, 3) is a p.p.a.v.; it is 
called the generalized Prym variety of the pair (A, o). 
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(II) Let X be a Fano threefold of index 1, i.e., Pit(X) = Z. (-Kx), st. the 
family r(X) of lines on X is a smooth connected curve. Let 
P(X) := {(L,x) : x E L} c T(X) x x, 
be the incidence variety, and let g : P(X) + F(X), and h : P(X) + X be the 
projections. The homomorphism 
g, h” : A’(r(X)) = J(T(X)) + A2(X) 
induces the map (the Abel-Jacobi map for r(X)): 
@ : J(T(X)) --+ J(X); 
here A’(.) denotes the Chow group of cycles of codim. i, which are algebraically 
equivalent to 0 (mod. rational equivalence); J(J’(X)) is the jacobian of the curve 
r(X), and J(X) = (H2~1(X))*/(H3(X,Z) mod.tors.) is the intermediate jaco- 
bian of X. Let C C S2r(X) be the incidence correspondence defined by the in- 
tersection of lines on X (see 4.3). The correspondence C defines in a natural way 
an endomorphism g = a(r) of the p.p.a.v. A = (J(r(X)), 0). 
Technical Lemma. Let X be a Fano 3-fold of index 1; assume that the family r(X) 
of lines on X is a smooth connected curve. Let the correspondence C of intersection 
of lines does not contain the diagonal A C S2r(X), and let o be the corresponding 
endomorphism of A = J(r(X)). Then: 
(a) The endomorphism cr = o(r) satisjies the Assumptions 1 and 2; 
(b) (Clemens-Roth condition of Tjurin) Assume that Xcan be represented as 
a hyperplane section X = W. H of a smooth fourfold Wsuch that H3( W, Z) = 0, 
dim(r( W) = (the famiZy of lines on W)) = 3, and such that there are finitely 
many (2 2) lines on W which pass through the generalpoint of W; let q = q(W) be 
the number of these lines. Then (J(r(X)), a) satisfies Assumption 3 for q = q(W) 
(see PM, #7lh 
(III) The principal polarizations 0 on J(r(X)) and Ox on J(X) are induced 
by the intersection-forms for Z-chains on r(X) (resp. on X) of real dimension 1 
(resp. - of real codim. 3 - for X). 
The comparison Lemma. Let the threefold X satisfy all the conditions of the 
Technical Lemma. Then, the transposed ‘@ of the AbelPJacobi map (see (II)) de- 
jines an isomorphism 0fp.p.a.v. : 
‘@ : (J(X),&) -+ (P,E); 
here (P, Z) is as in (I), for A = J(r(X)), and q = q(W), see [BM, 7.131. 
Proposition 5.2. Let X be a general Gushel’ threefold; let r(X) = the family of 
lines on X, etc., be as in # 4. Then the symmetric incidence correspondence C (of 
intersection of lines on X) satisfies all the conditions of the Technical Lemma 
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(see 5.1); in particular, X satisfies Ass. 1 and (b) for q = 6; the dual ‘@ of the 
Abel-Jacobi map (see 4.4(11)) dejines an isomorphism 0fp.p.a.v.: 
‘@ : (J(X), Ox) + (P, Z). 
Proof. It remains only to verify the Clemens-Roth condition (b) - see 3.2, 3.3, 
4.2, and 4.3. By definition, the base Y of the covering 7r : X --+ Y, is a smooth 
intersection of the Grassmannian G(2,5) C P9 with a subspace P6 of codimen- 
sion 3. Let K = K(o, G) c II” = P1’ be a cone over G C P9, with center o, let 
p : K + G be the projection, let fl c ,l” be a general quadric which does not 
pass through o, and let H be the polar plane of o, with respect to R Then 
p : K n fi’ + G is a double covering, ramified along the intersection K n Q, 
where Q = 6) n H; we may suppose that H = P9. Let P6 C P7 C P8 be a flag of 
subspaces of P9, through P6, and let f17 = K(o, P6) C II8 = K(o, P7) g II9 = 
zqo, P8) g I7’O = K(o, P9) be the corresponding flag of subspaces (cones over 
P’ through o) in 17 lo. 
Let Y = G n P7, W = K n f2 n I18; therefore, p : W -+ Y is a two-sheeted 
covering branched over S = Y n Q. Obviously, we may choose fl (general and) 
such that Q n Y = S. Let HO C II lo be any hyperplane through 117, such that 
II7 = II8 n HO. Then X N W n HO (i.e., X is a hyperplane section of W), and 
7r : X + Y is just the same as the restriction of p to D7. 
Let {Hc,, : (t) = (to : tl) E P’ general pencil of hyperplanes in 119, such 
that H(l,o) = U8 3 o (see above). Let WC*) = K H(,), (t) E P’. It is clear 
that WcI,, for tl/to near 0, is isomorphic, via the projection p, to a smooth inter- 
section of the Grassmannian G C P9 with a quadric and a hyperplane. The 
groups H 3 ( Wet,, Z) are trivial by the Lefschetz theorem, and W = WO = Wcl: o) 
is a smooth deformation of W(+ therefore, H3( W, Z) = 0. 
Let r(W) be the family of lines on the fourfold W, and let 1, be a general point 
of W. We shall find the number (see 5.1(11)): 
q = q(W) = #{lines L’ C W : 1, E L’}. 
Let 10 = ~(1,‘) E Y be the image of 1;; since 1, is chosen to be general, we may 
suppose that lo is general; in particular, lo E Y - S. Consequently, 
q=q(w)=q(z~)=#{LEr(w):z,EL}=q(Z0) 
=#{L-alineinP7:LcY,ZoEL, andListangenttoS=QnY}. 
Let U&, 3 2 a > b > 0, be the basic Schubert cycles on G = G(2, V), dim V = 5; 
in particular, Y = G n (two hyperplanes) = (~10 ~10 = ~20 + ~11, in A . (G). Let 
ZO C P(V) be the line which corresponds to the point lo E Y C G, and let S(Z0) be 
the set 
S(Zo)={Z~G:ZnZo#0andZ~Y} 
= 020(10) . (020 + 011) = 2. fl31 + 022, 
in A. (G). Let x E lo 5 P(V). As lo E Y is general, then the set L(x) = 
U3O(x) . Y = 030(~720 + 011) = 032, i.e., for x E lo, the set L(x) := {I E Y : x E I} 
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is a plane pencil of lines in P(V) - a line in Y C: G. Therefore, the surface S(Zs) is 
ruled over a rational base (isomorphic to lo); moreover 
degS(Zo) = #(As . (~10)~) = #(2ml + 022) . (~10)~ = #(3 . ~33) = 3. 
Each ruling line L(x) = (TWO Y, of S(Zo), passes through the point lo, i.e., S(Z0) 
is a rational cubic cone with center le. Let Gr be the Grassmannian of lines in 
P7 = span Y. 
Let PI : Gr + P27 be the Plucker embedding, let Gr(Q) be the closure of the 
set of lines L E Gr, which are tangent to Q; in particular, Gr(Q) is an intersec- 
tion of Gr with a quadric (see also 3.1). It follows from the preceding that the set 
Gr(S(Zo)) := {L(x) : x E lo} is a twisted cubic curve in Gr C P27. Finally, 
9 = q(W) = q(Zi) = 4(Zo) 
=#{L-alineonY:ZoEL, andListangenttoS=QnY} 
= #(Gr(S(Zo)) n Gr(Q)) = 3 .2 = 6. q 
#6. THE PRYM VARIETY P(r(X),r) AS AN INTERMEDIATE JACOBIAN 
In [FN] Furushima and Nakayama constructed a P l-bundle over P2, which is 
universal for the family of lines F(Y) % P2 (see 2.4) on the de1 Pezzo threefold Y. 
More concretely, see [FN, # 21, let R be a smooth quadric in P3; let fi and f2 be 
the generators of R. There exists a two-sheeted covering r : R + P2 such that 
the projectivization A4 = P(E) of the rank2-bundle E = T* OR(4fi) is a uni- 
versal P i-bundle for the family of lines F( Y). In particular, M has the property: 
(*) 
There exists a well-defined morphism $ : M + Y, s.t. the fibers 
M(t) = q-‘(t), of the projection q : A4 + P2, are mapped 
isomorphicaZZy on the lines on Y. 
Obviously, deg$ = 3 (= #(lines through the general point of Y)), see 2.6, and 
[FN, # 21. Let K : X --f Y be a 2-sheeted covering, ramified over a smooth inter- 
section S = Q n Y of Y and a general quadric Q (see 3.1). The covering rr defines 
a double covering nz : Z = X xy A4 + M; the composition q . TZ : Z --t P2 
determines a structure of a conic bundle on Z. It is now clear that the dis- 
criminant curve of the conic bundle Z -+ P2 is isomorphic to the curve r C: 
F(Y) % P2 (see # 3); moreover, the curve of components of the splitting tonics, 
for q. YTZ, is naturally isomorphic to the curve of lines r(X) on the Gushel’ 
threefold A’. So, we obtained the following (see [B]): 
Corollary 6.1. Let q : M + P2 be the universal P’-bundle for the famiZy of lines 
F(Y) g P2, on the del Pezzo threefold Y. Let Q C P6 = span(Y) be a general 
quadric; in particular, the surface S = Q n Y is smooth, and S does not contain 
lines (see #3, #4). Let X be the Gushel’ threefold deJined by the two-sheeted covering 
7r : X --f Y, ramified over S, and let n : r(X) -+ r be the induced two-sheeted un- 
branched covering of smooth curves (see 3.1). Let Z = X xy M be as above. Then 
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the Prym variety Pr(I’(X), r) is isomorphic, as a p.p.a.v., to the intermediate ja- 
cobian J(Z) of Z. 
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